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Law of Conservation of Mass

• The process of burning is so familiar it is hard to realize what
a difficult riddle this posed for early scientists.

• In 1774, Antoine Lavoisier performed an experiment in
which he heated a sealded glass vessel containing a sample
of tin and some air. He found that the mass before heating
(glass vessel+tin+air) and after heating (glass vessel+tin
calx+remaining air) were the same.



• The total mass of substances present after a
chemical reaction is the same as the total mass of
substances before the reaction.

• Stated another way, this law says that matter can
neither be created nor destroyed in a chemical
reaction.



Law of Constant Composition

• In 1799, Joseph Proust reported one hundred
ponds of copper dissolved in sulfuric or nitric acids
and precipitated by carbonates of soda, invariably
gives 10 pounds of green carbonate.

• All samples of a compound have the same
composition-the same proportions by mass of the
constituent elements.



Daltons Atomic Theory

Describes the basis of atomic theory with three assumptions:

1) Each element is composed of small particles called atoms.
Atoms are neither created nor destroyed in chemical
reactions.

2) All atoms of a given element are identical but atoms of one
element are different from those off all other elements.

3) Compounds are formed when the atoms of more than one
element combine in mol numerical ratios.



Electrons and Other discoveries in Atomic
Physics

• Electricity snd magnetism were used in the experiments so
that led to the current theory of atomic structure

• Certain objects display properties called electric charge,
which can be either positive (+) or negative (-)

• An object having equal numver of (+) or (-) charged particles
carries no net charge and is electrically neutral

• If the number or (+) charge exceed the number of (-) charge,
the object has a net positive charge.

• If the number of (-) charge exceed the number of (+) charge,
the object has a negative charge.



• (+) and (-) charges attract each other, while two (+) and two
(-) charges reperl each other.

• (a)Electrostatically charged comb. If you comb your hair the
static charge develop on the comb and causes bits of paper
to be attracted to the comb.

• (b) Both object on the left carry negative charge repel each
other.

The objects in the center lack any electrical charge and exert
no force on each other.

The objects on the right carry opposite charges and attract
each other. 
















